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LIME TRAUSICCSSION THEORY 1.

1. XMTRODTJOI'ieN

Signals transmitted along lines axe affected by the paxamoters of the

line* These paxajnetexs axe the primaxy constants of the line

(resistance, capacitance, etc). The effects which these primaxy

constants produce can be grouped into a) what happens to the signal

as it moves along the line Qf, the propagation constant) and b) the
relationship between the current and voltage at a point on the line

(Zq, the characteristic impedance). These effects are called the

secondary line constants.

Pox a particular type of line the secondary constants may be derived

from the primary constants. Prom a knowledge of these constants

it is possible to determine how a signal will be affected as it is

fed from source to load down a line, in terms of attenuation,

reflections, etc.

2. PRIMAHY LIMB COlJSTAJgTS

The primaxy constants axe distributed along the length of the line ai^

will not normally occur in lus^s. However, the primaxy constants may

be represented in lump form as shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Simplified equivalent circuit of a line.

The four primaxy constants axe:-

H, the resistance of the conductors (q)

L, the inductance of the conductors (H)

C, the Capacitance between the conductors (P)

and G, the Conductance between the conductors (s).

R and L axe normally quoted in terms of the resistance and inductance

per looped kilometer, i.e. measured at one end of a 1 km length of

line with the other end short circuit.



C and G axe normally quoted as the Capacitance or conductance per

kilometer, i.e. measured at one end of a 1 km lerigrfch with the other

end open circuit.

The conductance is mainly due to the losses in the dielectric material.

Although this is a resistive component, it usually has a value that

rises with frequency. This component is minimised by reducing the

dielectric material by air-spacing, etc. Its value is often small

enough to ignore over the audio and video ranges but becomes

important at hi^ frequencies.

The resistance of the conductors also changes with frequency. This

is due to an effect known as the 'skin effect'. Megnetic fields in

the conductors push the electrons away from the centre of the

conductors thus increasing their resistance. The effect depends on

frequency and at very hi^ frequencies the electron flow only takes

place in the outside skin of the conductor - hence the name. Skin

effect does not have much effect below 10 kHz but above this, the

resistance starts to rise, becoming proportional to \/f. (See

figure 2)
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Figure 2. Resistance of a conductor with frequency.

3. SECOHDAHY LIM! C0H5TAHTS

3.1 Characteristic Impedance (Zo)

The characteristic impedance of a line is defined as the impedance

measured at one end of an infinitely long uniform section of the

line. It is also the impedance measured at one end of a finite

section of line with an impedance equal to Z© connected to the

other end. (See figure 3)
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Figure 5. Characteristic Impedance (Zn)

It can "be shown that the characteristic ir^edance, Zq, is the

* geometric mean' of the iii5>edances meastired at one end of a line

\dien the other end is first open cirauit and then short circuit,

i.e. Zq S3 VZoc.Zsc.

The characteristic impedance is related to ,tbe primary constants "by:-

= IKIl
JQ*}i

oiL

 u) C

3*2 Propagation Constant (^)

The propagation constant determines how the signal will he propagated
'W along a line. It is the attenuation and phase shift for a length

of line \dien terminated in Zo.

JT = a + a P

where a is the attenuation in Nep^ and (3 is the phase shift in radians.

Attenuation in Nepflh s= log^ (Lin_)
(i, out)

Nepers may he related to dB idiere

1 Neper = 8.686 dh.

The propagation constant is proportional to .the length of a cahle and
is normally specified for a standard length, e.g. 1 km. Thus the

attenuation would he in Nepcs per km.
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The propagation constant is related to the prinsary constants "by:-

= V(R +

4, TYPICAL VALTJES FOR M AT3DI0 LIRE

Typical values of prinjary constant for an 0.9inEi (20-lb) Paper Covered
Quaded Trunk Cable (PCQT) are;-

Resistance - 56 ohms per looped km

Capacitance - 41 ^

Inductance - 0.6 mH per looped km

Conductance - Regligible •

The characteristic impedance will be given bj''

Zo = rV+ (ignoring G)
v)'

L will have little effect until L becomes conparable with R
. L = R at R Hz

271^11

i.e. 56 :£ui5kHz.
271 0.6.10-i>

Thus for most of the audio range

Zo = fX

while at h.f. Zq = JIj_

(This will only occur at frequencies well above the audio range.).

The equation for Zq involves a j function within a square root. This
is solved by making j « 90° i.e.

Zo = / R /-90"
Jt^c '■—•

Thus Zq = Q /-45° Jc;X!
(Square root of an angle is hal^- the angles

This equation shows that Zq is proportional to 3^ (See figure 4) vf
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Figure 4» Chaxaoteristic iTnpedance of a typical line.

jF^oTjlem 1

For the 0,9™i cahie oaJ-culate the value of (Zq) at

a) 1 kHz

and h) h,f. \diere Zq «
J C

Insert the values on figure 4*

The propagation constant may he simplified (if G is ignored) to

VCR + j0L)j.iC

over most of the audio range this may he further reduced to

jf- VjfcXSR
or lf= V(XR<90"

n/3^:<450

This may he put hack into j form hy first drawing a diagram (see

figure 5)
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Figure 5« Vector diagram for V



By pythagoras,

or a = {21^08 45°
And p = 45°

a = And p = Jia)C^
(it so happens that they have the same magnitude)

Problem 2

Calculate the attenuation in dB per 3aa at IkHz

for the type of line given earlier,

5. IKBTJCIIVE LOABIliiiG OF ATJBIO LIISIES

It is theoretically possible to achieve a 'distortionless condition'
for an audio line if l/c = R/G,

Under these conditions the characteristic iii5)edance, attenuation

and delay are all independent of frequency, i.e.

G + ~ C.R j^iSC.Ii
L L

« C(R + jCTL)

Zo =jt
and = |c(R +

y = (R +

0<. = Efc" «s p =

.*. Belay = £ =

o)
Normally L « S

C G

Thus to achieve the distortionless condition, we have to increase

L or G or decrease R or C. Becreasing R or 0 is iiapracticable

gnfl increasing G will increase the loss, so the only possible

solution is to increase L.

L is normally increased in 'lumps' rather than continuously. The

disadvantage of 'lumped inductive loading' is that it gives the line

a low pass filter response.
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Figure 6, Lumped Inductive loading

The circuit of the line is given in figure 6«

circuit of this is show n in figure ?•

The equivalent

"^5-2/7/9 "
= 75-2/1

c

p,rw^ ycr^^.

Figure 7. Equivalent Circuit of Figure 6,

The cut-off frequency can be calculated "by taking 'half-section'

values

•vdiere fo =
2njmr

4 2 2

1
71 VLC

For example, an 0,9nmi line loeuied with 88 idH coils at 1.83 km

(2,000 yds) intervale will have L = 88 mH and C = 1.83 x 41 x 10"^ F
fo = 1 Hz

7W88. io-:>. 1.83 • 41.10""^

= 3.9 kHz.

Rpoblem 5

Vhat will be a) the characteristic .in^edance

and b) the delay of 1.83 km of the cable in

the passband?
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By splitting up the inductors into smaller "but more frequent lumps,
the cut-off frequency may be increased vrtiile retaining the

advantages of loading.

Problem 4

Vhat vd.ll be the cut-off frequency of 0.9mm

cable loaded by 22 mH coils at intervals of

457 m (500 yds)?

R.L. Eendall/GMP
26th February 1982


